Mon séjour de Provence
GORDES - ABBAYE DE SENANQUE - ROUSSILLLON - PONT JULIEN - LACOSTE - MENERBES
Visit of the countryside of Peter Mayle's book and the perched villages, in the middle of the beautiful nature
and stone houses. Stop among the lavender fields in summer (from June 15th to August 15th). Discover
exceptional villages of Provence known as "most beautiful villages of France". (Half day)
VAISON LA ROMAINE's market. Tuesday
Fell the ambiance of the typical markets of Provence and their local products.
Walk among colors, scents, aromas and local gastronomy, with a visit of RASTEAU's cave. (Half day)
CAMGARGUE: ETANG DE VACCARES - SAINTES MARIES DE LA MER
Tour in the heart of the natural park of Camargue, national reserve of Provence, wild land of an exceptional
beauty and wonderful heritage: Ponds, white horses, pink flamingos, black bulls...
Visit of les Saintes Maries de la Mer, capital of Camargue and city of traditions where you'll overlook the
Mediterranean Sea from the top of the bell tower (entrance included). (Half day)
PONT DU GARD - UZES – NIMES
Be part of 2000 years of History through a walking tour in one of the most beautiful middle age town of
Provence, Uzès, and the discovery of the treasures of the "French Roma" and the famous Roman aqueduct.
Entry fees to the in Nîmes included. (In case the arena are closed, entrance included in Arles arena) (Half day)
ARLES - LE PONT LANGLOIS - LES BAUX DE PROVENCE - SAINT-RÉMY DE PROVENCE
Among your stops while following the steps of Van Gogh, you will discover Arles, the "Eagle village".
In Les Baux de Provence, you will have the opportunity to go to the monumental "Carrières de Lumières"
which host extraordinary multimedia shows, unique in the world. (Half day)
CHATEAUNEUF DU PAPE - VACQUEYRAS - GIGONDAS - BEAUMES DE VENISE
Discover 4 of the main appellations made in Provence with the help of our wine specialist. You will enjoy a
typical lunch in an exceptional environment and will spend the afternoon in Châteauneuf du Pape.
Typical lunch in Châteauneuf du Pape included. (Full day)
SAULT - GORDES - ABBAYE DE SENANQUE
A 100 % lavender day in Provence....A tour and visits of lavender farms
in the village of Sault – the unofficial French capital of lavender - visit
of a soap and essential oil factory and tasting of traditional lavender
products. Many stops in some of the most beautiful lavender fields
around. Visit of the abbey of Sénanque and Gordes. (Full day)
MARKET AND MARSEILLE
Sunday – L’Isle sur la Sorgue market this morning followed with lunch at your leisure and then this after noon
- a tour to visit the oldest city of France. Tour Notre Dame de la Garde, 19th century basilica, overlooking the
phocean city, the Frioul islands and the If Castle. Driving along the corniche, we will stop in the Vallon des
Auffes, where one still can see typical little fisherman boats and traditional cabins. (Full day)
A combination of full and half-day tours, regularly scheduled.
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